SUPER SHIELD SERIES SOLUTIONS.

The heavy duty conveyor equipment is the key part for production, the solutions provided by Hongxin® pay more attention to product’s long service life and easy maintenance. Minimize the downtime and increase output.

Hongxin rubber products co., LTD
E-mail: hxrubber@cnhxj.cn
Web: www.hiconveyor.com
Tel: +86-371-63213598

STEEL WIRE CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT REPAIR SYSTEM

01. DCCD® Drive Pulley
02. Non Driving Pulley
03. Bend Pulley
04. Counterweight Pulley (Longer service life in heavy duty equipment conditions)
05. DCCD® Slide Lagging (Makes the drive pulley and non drive pulley more secure, fast & quick maintenance and Min. downtime)
06. DCCD® Ceramic Lagging (Makes the drive pulley and non drive pulley service life longer, reduce the damages to the pulley surface due to the bulk materials)
07. DCCD® Pulley Lagging (Bend pulley, counterweight pulley)
08. HONGXIN® Metal Roller (Lower running cost)
09. DCCD® UHMWPE Roller (Longer service life in humid environment)
10. DCCD® Ceramic Primary Belt Cleaner (Longer service life)
11. DCCD® Secondary Heavy Duty Belt Cleaner (Running more stable in heavy duty equipment)
12. DCCD® Alloy Belt Cleaner (More cleaner for cleaning bulk material on conveyor belt surface, prolong service life)
13. DCCD® Conveyor Impact Bed (Best impact resistant and wear resistant)
14. DCCD® Y Rubber Skirt (Best impact resistant and wear resistant)
15. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Dust Guard
16. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Ceramic Liner (For stones and other bulk materials, best impact resistant)
17. HONGXIN® Conveyor Belt
JOURNEY SERIES SOLUTIONS.

HONGXIN® Focus on solving belt slipping problem for large slope conveyor equipment.

STEEL WIRE CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT REPAIR SYSTEM

01. HONGXIN® Drive Pulley, 02. Non Driving Pulley, 03. Bend Pulley, 04. Counterweight Pulley
05. HONGXIN® Slide Lagging (Best belt anti-slip performance for drive pulley and non-drive pulley, fast & quick maintenance and Min. downtime).
06. HONGXIN® Ceramic Lagging (Makes the drive pulley and non-drive pulley service life longer, increase the belt anti-slip performance by the friction of ceramic tiles)
07. HONGXIN® Pulley Lagging (Bend pulley, counterweight pulley); 08. HONGXIN® Metal Roller (Lower running cost)
09. HONGXIN® Primary Belt Cleaner (Lower running cost)
10. HONGXIN® Secondary Heavy Duty Belt Cleaner (Lower running cost)
11. HONGXIN® Brush Cleaner (More cleaner for cleaning bulk material on conveyor belt surface, prolong service life)
12. HONGXIN® Conveyor Impact Bed
13. HONGXIN® Y Rubber Skirt 14. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Dust Guard
15. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Ceramic Liner (For stones and other bulk materials, best impact resistant)
16. HONGXIN® Conveyor Belt
ALL ONE SERIES SOLUTIONS.

The flame retardant and anti-static for all system products is the most basic security. Meanwhile, for underground moist and dust, we pay more attention to the quality and stability of the products.
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STEEL WIRE CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT REPAIR SYSTEM

01. HONGXIN® Drive Pulley, 02. HONGXIN® Non Driving Pulley
03. HONGXIN® Bend Pulley, 04. HONGXIN® Counterweight Pulley
05. HONGXIN® Ceramic Lagging (Meet the replacement cycle of 5 years in underground)
06. HONGXIN® Slide Lagging (Fast & quick maintenance, reduce downtime)
07. HONGXIN® Pulley Lagging (Bend pulley, counterweight pulley)
08. DCCD® UHMWPE Roller (For moist and dust conditions in underground, longer service life)
09. DCCD® Primary Ceramic Belt Cleaner (Longer running service life)
10. DCCD® Secondary Heavy Duty Belt Cleaner (Running more stable in heavy duty equipment)
11. DCCD® Alloy Belt Cleaner (More cleaner for cleaning bulk material on conveyor belt surface, prolong service life)
12. HONGXIN® Conveyor Impact Bed
13. HONGXIN® Y Rubber Skirt
14. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Dust Guard
15. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Ceramic Liner (For stones and other bulk materials, best impact resistant)
16. HONGXIN® Conveyor Belt
SIBERIA SERIES SOLUTIONS.

Our R&D have developed a special rubber compound for cold weather, which have solved brittle problem caused by low temperature.
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DCCD® LOW TEMPERATURE RESISTANT STEEL WIRE CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT REPAIR SYSTEM.

01. HONGXIN® Drive Pulley, 02. Non Driving Pulley, 03. Bend Pulley, 04. Counterweight Pulley; ( Lower running cost )
05. HONGXIN® Low Temperature Resistant Slide Lagging ( Makes the drive pulley and non drive pulley more secure in low temperature, fast & quick maintenance, reduce downtime )
06. HONGXIN® Metal Roller ( Lower running cost ) 07. DCCD® UHMWPE Roller ( Longer service life in moist conditions )
08. HONGXIN® Primary Belt Cleaner ( Lower running cost )
09. HONGXIN® Secondary Belt Cleaner ( Lower running cost )
10. HONGXIN® Brush Belt Cleaner ( More cleaner for cleaning bulk material on conveyor belt surface, prolong service life)
11. HONGXIN® Low Temperature Resistant Conveyor Impact Bed ( Best impact resistant and wear resistant )
12. DCCD® Low Temperature Resistant Y Rubber Skirt ( Best impact resistant and wear resistant )
13. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Dust Guard
14. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Ceramic Liner ( For stones and other bulk materials, best impact resistant)
15. HONGXIN® Conveyor Belt
FULL PROTECTION SERIES SOLUTIONS.

Our R&D have developed a special rubber compound in order to adapt to acid & alkali environment, and have improved the anti acid & alkali performance by replacing normal metal material.
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DCCD® LOW TEMPERATURE RESISTANT STEEL WIRE CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT, CONVEYOR BELT REPAIR SYSTEM.

01. DCCD® Drive Pulley, 02. Non Driving Pulley, 03. Bend Pulley, 04. Counterweight Pulley; (Best rust protection performance)
05. DCCD® Hot Vulcanization Ceramic Lagging (Special rubber compound for acid & alkali resistant, protect pulley from corrosion)
06. DCCD® UHMWPE Roller (Best corrosion resistant, protect the belt from damaging due to the corrosion of the roller surface)
07. HONGXIN® Primary Belt Cleaner (Alloy blade, Lower running cost)
08. HONGXIN® Secondary Belt Cleaner
09. HONGXIN® Brush Belt Cleaner (More cleaner for cleaning bulk material on conveyor belt surface, prolong service life)
10. HONGXIN® Conveyor Impact Bed (Special rubber compound for corrosion resistant)
11. HONGXIN® Y Rubber Skirt (Special rubber compound for corrosion resistant)
12. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Dust Guard (Special rubber compound for corrosion resistant)
13. HONGXIN® Guide Chute Ceramic Liner (For stones and other bulk materials will have the best impact resistant feature)
14. HONGXIN® Conveyor Belt